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About This Game

Legendary Arcane is an indie 4-player local platformer game. 8 unique mages, each with 6 widely different spells, learn and
master those to fit your strategy and beat your couch opponents. Easy to play, steep mastering curve. Bump the head of others,
run for power-ups, afflict enemies with status ailments, dash to dodge spells & reach further, haunt survivors relentlessly as a

ghost. Over 60 arenas and mini-games, solo modes and original soundtrack. Designed for controller pad but keyboard friendly.
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I played this game because of the thighs on the characters! The game so far is fun! It took me forever to realized that I could
rotate the shapes for the totems and that if you press control on the keyboard you do a special attack. I played using only the
keyboard and it feels totally normal.. By far the game most often played in my library. You will start your first season with your
favorite team. You will probably play 10-15 seasons learning the ropes, and then you will either start over with your team or a
new one. Then you will start a new game with a fantasy draft. Eventually you will find the historical roster and draft files at the
front office football community. Finally, you will work up the nerve to join a multi-player league.

My point here is that if you are a football fan and love the idea of running a team, this game will suck you in. there are numbers
to crunch everywhere, and options galore. On top of that, there is a community that has been around for close to 15 years
standing by to help you.

. Forsaken Fortress Strategy:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

After an endless decade of biochemical war, bandits and zombies are crawling all over the city! Society as we know it has
vanished! The year is 2150, you are the leader of a group which is determined to survive. Your focus is exploring, scavenging,
fighting and building the best shelter for survival!

Forsaken Fortress Strategy is a survival / team management / strategy game which takes place in a post-apocalyptic area. At the
start of each game, you will have to choose 2 out of 6 available characters, each of them has a specific skill set (crafting, close
combat etc.). The girls will start with weapons but are restricted to how much they can carry compared to the blokes. Your camp
is basically a house and you will have access to a stash of necessary items, a construction workshop and a bed to be built. When
you are ready, you will have to explore the world so you can scavenge important items the like planks of wood, metals,
medicine, food and more in order to build useful structures. You can build a kitchen for cooking one of your favourite meals
(roast with chemical gravy, what a treat), beds, workbench, medical station and more to make sure you survive as long as you
can.

Early in the piece, you will be able to recruit the other 4 characters, which will be very handy so you can carry a lot more of the
items that you find out there. You will come across bandits: some have great firing power (AK47) and you will probably relive
the famous scene from an Iconic movie, where Indiana is face to face with an enemy waving his sword impressively to scare
him. What does Indiana do, get out his gun and shoots him! Well, you will not be Indiana in this case. So, make sure you get
guns as early as you can! You will also encounter zombies; some are your height and some will be twice as tall and will be quite
a handful to kill.

Make sure you look at the state of each your characters as low morale and energy could sink them. Feed them well so they can
still walk about.

The combat system is easy to get used too and I really like the fact that you can pause and direct your characters to attack a
specific enemy. The audio is well done in my opinion; it really project the atmosphere of being in a sorrowful, empty, scary
place with no way out.

In terms of graphics, they are sound. The camera view is not as smooth as I would expect; I think it needs to improve in that
regards.

3 modes available on this early access: Survival (survive 20 days), Challenge (clear the city gate to win) and Free mode (Survive
as land as you can).
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Positives:
~~~~~~~~

- Good graphics & audio
- Easy combat and crafting systems
- Interesting enemies (zombies wise)

Negatives:
~~~~~~~~

- Camera mode need improvements
- No achievements or trading cards

If you like survival / team management / strategy blended together, as I do, this game will be a great addition to your game
library.

7.5 / 10

Key provided by developer/publisher for review purposes. Any opinions expressed are entirely my own!

MORE THE_CPT_FROGGY REVIEWS HERE

FOLLOW THE CPT FROGGY CURATOR PAGE HERE. Why Early Access?
\u201cI want to develop the game with the players! I know this sounds cliche but I really feel that building a "base" of a
product, and finalizing it around the input from passionate members of the community is something I've always wanted to
do."
 - Words spoken by a dirty little liar.. This DLC is based on a famous mission from THEIF II the metal age it provides and
extra hour or so of stuff to do but i would reccomend you buy it when its on sale its not worth it at full price -much like the
normal game-. I LOVE YELLOW!. The first Myst game was the first game I ever played. I have really fond memories of
playing the entire series. But I've never been able to play Myst V. I finally bought it on steam...and it doesn't work. Crashes
every time I start the game. Turns out that it's not made to work on windows 7. Or at least I can't get it to work. Dissapointing
to say the least. Still, it's hard to say I can't recommend the game. The rest of them were all so good and, except for the lack
of live actors playing all of the characters, this one looks pretty good too.. Killed some time with this back in college, but it's
pretty meh. Collect resources, upgrade your mothership and your fightercraft, research and build...but the mechanics don't
come together, it feels shallow, the interface is a pain, and it doesn't do bigger than 800x600. The concept isn't flawed, it's
just too small: the mechanics would have been fine in a shorter game, a flash game, that kind of thing, but stretched out to
full-game length it suffers. This game doesn't need a strategic map, but you have to slog through it anyway. Worst of all is
that it caps what you're allowed to research pretty aggressively, so early in the game you're sitting on max levels of resources
that you can't spend. Way to identify the fun part of the game and then kick it like a puppy, guys.

I still have fond memories of this game though, mainly from one night when I heard the starbase alarm going off, said
"Hey wait my mothership is still at full health", and realized it was my next door neighbor playing at full volume.

Verdict: Go play Tyrian instead. That's what you really wanted anyway.. how can i get my money back
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I quite liked the look of this game, but I found it quite
boring after a while and the controls were quite hard. I think that this should be a free game, not 99 cents.
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A fun, challenging, albeit repetitive game about defeating waves of shadow enemies. Cool characters. The enemies make me
think of 8-bit representations of those from kingdom hearts. Nice appeal. But likely won't have much replayability beyond
beating the campaign with all characters.. nostalgia and very addictive. i always knew it was complex when i was a kid playing
the game but playing it again as an adult i never really did know how complex it really was. super fun re-learning everything
from scratch and as an adult. i enjoy the game immensely, it's not just putting toppings on a pizza for me now -- i can finally
bribe the mayor for awards. im fully deep in with the underworld now boys!. The game isn't that good. I am a fan of 3D indie
platformers, but this one is... a little on the bad side. The difficulty of the game is extremely easy and had very little trouble
beating the game under 2 hours. Which $7 for 2 hours isn't that good. I have more hours logged due to replaying the game a few
times. The parts that are difficult are very cheap deaths. Most of your deaths will be because of some mechanic that had to be
done at the last second. Difficulty shouldn't come from challenging the player's mechanics or pulling a cheap "we are going to
move this platform in front of you when you shoot the red ball... so that you get hit LOL!" Actual innovative gameplay would be
nice. The bounce, speed, and climb mechanic isn't revolutionary and I get that. What I don't get is how you utilize it. The
platforming could be so much more creative, but it isn't.. Good and funny game. First level is very hard but no promlem. Store
says game has trade cards but there is not.

CARDS MUST BE DROP!. Quite brilliant. Story was very vague and non-existent. Last song of story mode is clearly broken. It
wasn't clear if completing a song had any meaning.. although i have played 500+ games on my board game copy and to me this
is one of the best board games ever, i do not recomend this on Steam or any other devices (purchased it on google Play stoore
also) for one reason only:
- there is no community to play it online and the AI is very very limited.

PROS:
- nice game play
- it is Steam (very good reason)

CONS:
- no online games (only asynchronous)
- lack of ppl online even to start an asynchronous game
- ppl drop theirr games in the middle. This games does a nice job of balancing abstraction while maintaining enough tactical
elements to make it compelling. A very clean and consistent UI contributes to smooth play.

I like it. 9\/10. A great game and the first in an incredible franchise. No regrets buying this. The new game is out now but only
on a vr headset.
 This game is the reason I am going to save $660. Amazing game. Would recommend it to all my horror fans. Good job Scott..
Interesting attempt at realistic physics, but terrible ontrols on keyboard and wonky animations and feel are a turn off.
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